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Abstract— Social voting system is a new segment in online 

casual networks. This is helpful in providing correct 

recommendations with the help of factors like social trust etc. 

Here we propose Matrix factorization (MF) and nearest 

neighbor-based recommender framework which will help the 

factors of user activities and also compare them with the peer 

reviewers, to provide an accurate recommendation. Through 

investigation with real social voting traces, we test that social 

network and group affiliation information can automatically 

improve the accuracy of popularity-based voting 

recommendation, and social network information control 

group affiliation information in NN-based methodology. We 

likewise inspect that social and gathering data is significantly 

more important to the cold user than to heavy users. In our 

experiments, simple meta path-based nearest-neighbor (NN) 

models outperform computation-intensive MF models in hot-

voting recommendation, while users interest for cold votings 

can be better mined by MF models. We further propose a 

hybrid recommender systems (RS), bagging different single 

methodology to achieve the best top-k hit rate. 

Keywords: Collaborative Filtering, Online Social Networks 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of any business website is with e-commerce, or 

a movie website is to provide the users with accurate 

information by using an efficient recommender system. 

A recommender system is basically an algorithm 

used to provide the user or the customer an accurate 

suggestion of the product or a movie review/rating they have 

been looking for [1]. This is basically done in two different 

ways, one of which includes suggesting a relevant item based 

on the user’s history, which is his/her previous activity related 

to it (Personalized method). Another one is the non-

personalized method which can be described as the seasonal 

sale that is prediction based on stock availability.  

Many Recommender systems basically work on 

collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering is one of the 

best method and a backbone method of today’s social 

recommender systems [2]. 

The increasing prominence of the social voting 

system immediately brings forth the “information overload” 

problem: a user can be easily overpowered by various 

voting’s that were started, participated, or re-tweeted by 

his/her direct and indirect friends. The basic is to test and to 

display the "right voting's" to the "right clients" in order to 

enhance client encounter and boost client commitment in a 

social voting system. Recommender frameworks (RSs) 

manage over-burdened data by proposing the things that are 

likely of the client’s interest. We present in this paper our 

recent effort on developing RSs for the online social voting 

system. i.e recommending interesting voting campaigns to 

users. Unlike conventional things, such as books and movies, 

the social voting system propagates along the social links. A 

user is more likely to be defined as voting if the voting was 

started, participated, or re-tweeted by her friends. A voting 

system perceivable to a user is highly correlated with the 

voting activities in his/her social neighborhood. A user is 

more likely to participate if his/her friends have participated 

in the voting. Due to social propagation and social influence, 

a user’s voting behavior is strongly connected with her social 

friends. Social voting poses different challenges and 

opportunities for RSs utilizing social trust information 

[26][32][34]. Furthermore, voting participation data are 

binary without negative samples. It is, therefore, intriguing to 

develop RSs for social voting. 

Toward addressing these challenges, we develop a 

set of novel RS models, including matrix-factorization (MF)-

based models and nearest-neighbor (NN)-based models, to 

learn user-voting interests by simultaneously mining 

information on user-voting participation, user–user 

friendship, and user-group affliction. We systematically 

evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed 

models using real social voting traces collected from Sina 

Weibo. The contribution of this paper is threefold.[] 

1) Online social voting has not investigated to our 

knowledge. We develop MF-based and NN-based RS 

models. We show through experiments with real social 

voting traces that both social network information and 

group affiliation information can be mined to 

significantly improve the accuracy of popularity-based 

voting recommendation. 

2) Our experiments on NN-based models advice that social 

network information control group affiliation 

information and group information is more important to 

cold users than to heavy users’. 

3) The simple meta path based NN models out-perform 

computation-intensive MF models in the hot-voting 

recommendation, while users’ interests for nonhot 

voting’s can be better mined by MF models.                                                                                             

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Collaborative filtering-based RSs use user feedback data to 

predict user interests, leading to very accurate 

recommendations [2][11].  

Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [2] presented a survey of 

RSs. Koren [4][5] and Salakhutdinov and Mnih [7] proposed 

MF-based models for rating prediction. Cremonesi et al. [10] 

and Shi et al. [28] studied collaborative filtering for top-k 

recommendation. 

Rendle et al. [36] presented a generic optimization 

criterion Bayesian  Personalized  Ranking  (BPR)-

Optimization  (Opt) derived  from  the  maximum  posterior  

estimator  for  optimal  personalized  ranking.  Rendle et  al.  

[36]  proposed  a generic learning algorithm LearnBPR to 

optimize BPR Opt. BPR  can  work  on  top  of  our  proposed  

methods, such  as Weibo-MF and NN approaches to optimize 

their performance. The increasingly popular OSNs provide 

additional information to enhance pure rating-based RSs. 

There are many previous studies concerning how to integrate 
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social network information to increase recommendation 

accuracy just to name a few[28][30]. Ma et al. [32] proposed 

to factorize user-item rating matrix and user–user relationship 

matrix together for item rating prediction. Ma et al. [33] 

claimed that a user’s rating of an item is influenced by his/her 

friends.  

A user’s rating to an item consists of two parts, the 

user’s own rating of the item and the user’s friends ratings of 

the item. The authors then proposed to combine the two 

ratings linearly to get a final predicted rating. Jamali and Ester 

[31] claimed that a user’s interest is influenced by his/her 

friends. Thus a users latent feature is constrained to be similar 

to his/her friends’ latent features in the process of MF.  Yang  

et  al. [30]  claimed that a user’s interest  is  multi facet  and  

proposed  to  split the original social network  into  circles.   

Difference circles are used to predict ratings of items 

in different categories. Jiang et al. [38] addressed utilizing 

information from multiple platforms to understand user’s 

needs in a comprehensive way. Specifically, they proposed a 

semi regulated move learning strategy in RS to address the 

issue of cross-stage conduct forecast, which completely 

misuses the modest number of covered groups to connect the 

data crosswise over various stages. Jiang et al. [39] 

considered enriching information for accurate user-item link 

prediction by representing a social network as a star-

structured hybrid graph centered on a social domain, which 

connects with other item domains to help improve the 

prediction accuracy. Moreover, context awareness is also an 

important measure to facilitate recommendation. For 

example, Sun et al. [40] proposed a collaborative now casting 

model to perform context-aware recommendation in mobile 

digital assistants, which models the convoluted correlation 

within contextual signals and between context  and  intent to 

address sparsity and heterogeneity of contextual signals.  

Gao et al. [41] studied the content information on 

location- based social networks with respect to point-of-

interest properties, user interests, and sentiment indications, 

which models three types of information under a affiliated 

point-of-interest recommendation framework with the 

consideration of their relationship to check-in actions. 

Interestingly online social votings are very not quite the same 

as the customary proposal things as far as social proliferation. 

Different from the existing social-based RSs besides social 

relationship, our models also explore user-group affiliation 

information. We think about how to improve social casting a 

ballot suggestion utilizing interpersonal organization and 

gathering data at the same time. 

One-class collaborative filtering (OCCF) deals with 

binary rating data, refl a user action or not. In OCCF, 

only positive samples are observed, and there are a large 

number of missing entries.  OCCF has been widely studied 

such as [17][19]. This paper can also be classified into OCCF. 

The difference is that we are dealing with binary data from 

multiple channels, consisting of binary user-voting activities, 

user–user trust relationships, and user-group affiliations. We 

are the first to study recommendation of the emerging online 

social votings to the best of our knowledge. 

NN algorithms identify the so-called neighbors of a 

target user. A prediction of item preferences or a list of 

recommended items for the target user can be produced by 

combining preferences of the neighbors. Jamali and Ester 

[26] proposed an approach, namely Trust-CF, to incorporate 

social network into NN-based top-k RSs. Trust-CF calculates 

the predicted rating for a candidate item as the weighted 

average of all observed ratings in the traditional CF 

neighborhood and social neighborhood. Trust-CF does not 

work with binary data set, as the weighted average of all 

observed items is 1. Yang et al. [14] proposed Trust-user 

latent feature space-based collaborative filtering approach 

(Trust-CF-ULF) to incorporate social network information 

into top-k RSs. Trust-CF-ULF approach is the combination 

of CF-ULF and social network- based approach. Using meta 

path-based approaches, we consider a wider set of 

neighborhoods than [14] which can be treated as a special 

case of our hybrid NN approaches. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, build up a lot of novel Recommender Systems 

models including matrix-factorization (MF)-based models 

and nearest-neighbor (NN)-based models, to learn user-

voting interests by same time mining data on user-voting 

participation, user–user friendship, and user group affliction. 

We efficiently asses and look at the execution of the proposed 

models using real social voting follows gathered from Sina 

Weibo. 

A. Architecture 

 
Fig. 1: Social voting propagation paradigm 

As appear in Fig. 1 any user can start a voting crusade. After 

voting is started, there are two ways through which different 

users can see the voting and possibly participate. The first 

route is social propagation after a user started or participated 

in voting all his/her devotees can see the voting a user can 

also select only retweet voting to his followers without 

support. Another way is Weibo voting recommendation list, 

which depends upon popular voting and personalized 

recommendation. 

B. Algorithm 

1) An algorithm of Weibo-MF Model 

Input Data:  The Sina Weibo voting dataset 

Expected Result: Top-k Hit Rate 

steps: 

1) Load sina weibo voting training data; 

2) Initialize latent feature matrices Q and P; 

// latent feature update by ALS 

3) while Not Converge & Iteration Number is less  

than Iter_Num do 

4) Update Q by fixing P 

5) Update P by fixing Q  

6) end // Tested part  
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7) for each client u in Sina Weibo voting dataset for testing 

is done. 

8) for each voting i in test dataset for client u do  

9) Calculate the rating of client u on voting i 

as ˆ Ru,i =rm +QuPT i ;  

10) Put ˆ Ru,i into the queue recomm_pool;  

11) end  

12) Sort recomm_pool in a decreasing order according to the 

value of ˆ Ru,i;  

13) Select foremost K votings with largest ˆ Ru,i from 

recomm_pool as the items for the recommendation;  

14) Calculate best k hit rate for client u;  

15) end  

16) return normal best k hit rate for the whole framework; 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

The upload user data to give the rating to a different product 

after plotted the rating wise graph of product rating. 

A. Data Set: 

We obtained user-voting logs directly from the technical team 

of Sina Weibo. The data set covers votings from November 

2010 to January 2012. The data set has detailed information 

about votings each user participated in, voting contents, and 

the end time of each voting. We only know user-voting 

participation, not user-voting results, i.e., we do not know 

which voting option a user chose. The data set also contains 

social connections between users and groups a user joined. 

The data set only contains bidirectional social links, i.e., A 

follows B and B follows A. Our following study is thus 

focused on the impact of social ties between users with more 

or less equal statuses. 

Users 1,011,389 Social Relations 83,636,677 

votings 185,387 User-Groups 5,643,534 

Groups 299,077 
User with 

Votings 
525,589 

User 

voting’s 
3,908,024 

User with 

Groups 
723,913 

Table 1: General Statistics of Weibo Data Set 

Summary statistics of the data set are shown in Table 

I. On average, each user has 82.7 followees and each user has 

participated in 3.9 votings. If we count only users with at least 

one voting, the average voting number of each user is 7.4. 

1) Upload data set: 

 

2) Algorithm Weibo MF model: 

 
3) Popular Voting Chart: 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this Method, we show a set of MF-based and NN-based 

RSs for online social voting. With the help of experiments on 

real data, we found that both information of the social 

network and group affiliation can significantly improve the 

accuracy of popularity-based voting recommendation, 

especially for cold users, and social network information 

dominates group affiliation information in NN-based 

approaches. In this paper demonstrated that social and group 

information is much more valuable to improve 

recommendation accuracy for cold users than for heavy users. 

This is due to the fact that cold users tend to participate in 

popular voting’s.  

In our strategy, straightforward meta way based NN 

models outflanks calculation escalated MF models in hot-

casting a ballot proposal, while clients' interests for nonhot 

casting a ballot's can be better mined by MF models. This 

paper is just our initial move toward an exhaustive 

investigation of social casting a ballot suggestion. As a 

prompt future work thing, we might want to think about how 

casting a ballot content data can be dug for proposal, 

particularly for virus casting a ballot. We are additionally 

keen on creating casting a ballot RSs modified for individual 

clients, given the accessibility of multichannel data about 

their social neighborhoods and exercise. 
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